Notification
We inform you about an accident of an aircraft registered in Canada which occurred in Canada

Place, date and time: Whitehorse (Canada), 17 April 2023, 18:49 UTC

Aircraft

Registration Mark: C-GMPX
Type: Pilatus Aircraft Ltd., PC12/47E
Operator: Government of Canada, Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Owner: Government of Canada, Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Pilot: 1

Flight:
Flight rules: Instrument Flight Rules - IFR
Type of operation: State
Point of departure: Whitehorse/Eric Nielsen Intl. airport (CYXY)
Point of landing: Yellowknife airport (CYZF)

Damage:
Crew: Seriously injured
Passengers: None
Thirds: None
Aircraft: Substantially damaged
Ground: None

Short description: Shortly after departure on Runway 32L, the pilot declared an emergency and returned to the airport. The aircraft collided with terrain within the airport boundary.

Remarks: The Transportation Safety Board of Canada TSB (www.tsb.gc.ca) opens an investigation.

Bern, 21 April 2023